Roof tiles of Japanese buildings have murdered countless thousands of
Japanese in upheavals, so a light hand-worked green copper roof was
planned. Why Mil more?
The outer walls were spread wide, thick and heavy at the base, growing
thinner and lighter toward the top. Whereas ToMo buildings were all
top-heavy. The centre of gravity was kept low against the swinging move-
ments and the slopes were made an aesthetic feature of the design- The
outside cover-hangs of the cantilever slabs where they came through the
walls were all lightened by ornamental perforations enriching the light
and shade of the structure. The stone everywhere under foot in ToMo was
a workable light lava weighing as much as green oak. It was considered
sacrilege to use this common material for the aristocratic edifice. But
finally it was used for the feature material and readily yielded to any
sense of form the architect might choose to indicate. And the whole
structure was to be set up as a double shell—two shells, an exterior of
slim cunning bricks, and an interior one of fluted hollow bricks raised to-
gether to a convenient height of four feet or more. These shells were to
be poured solid with concrete to bind them together.
The great building thus became a jointed monolith with a mosaic sur-
face of lava and brick. Earthquakes had always torn piping and wiring
apart where laid in the structure and had flooded or charged the building.
So all piping and wiring was to be laid free of construction in covered con-
crete trenches in the ground of the basements, independent even of
foundations. Mains and all pipes were of lead with wiped joints, the lead
bends sweeping from the trenches to be hung free in vertical pipe shafts,
from which the curved lead branches were again taken off, curved, to the
stacks of bathrooms. Thus any disturbance might flex and rattle but not
break the pipes or wiring.
Last but not least there was to be an immense reservoir or pool as an
architectural feature of the entrance court—connected to the water
system of the hotel and conserving the rdof water.
Thus the plans were made so that all architectural features were prac-
tical necessities, and the straight line and flat plane were respectfully
modified in point of style to a building bowing to the traditions of the
people to whom the building would belong. The nature of the design too,
I wanted to make something their intensive hand methods could do well,
because we didn't know what machinery could be used. It was impossible
to say how far we could go with that. Probably not very far.
Finally the plans were ready.
No estimates could be had. It was all so unfamiliar, no commercial con-
cern would touch it. Nothing left but to abandon the whole or organize to
build it ourselves. The Imperial Hotel and its architect and buBder. The
language was a barrier. The men and methods strange.
But the foreign architect—with eighteen or twenty architectural
students from the Japanese universities, several of whom were taken to
Wisconsin during the plan-making period—and one expert foreign
builder, Paul Mueller of Chicago, two foreigners^ all else native, we
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